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We show how to obtain the ultraviolet central charge from the exact S-matrix for a
wide variety of models with a U(1) symmetry. This is done by coupling the U(1) current
J to a background field. In an N=2 superconformal theory with J the fermion number
current, the OPE of J with itself and hence the free energy are proportional to c. By
deforming the supersymmetry into affine ̂su(2)qquantum-group symmetry, this result can
be generalized to many U(1)-invariant theories, including the N=0 and N=1 sine-Gordon
models and the SU(2)k WZW models. This provides a consistency check on a conjectured
S-matrix completely independent of the finite-size effects expressed in terms of dilogarithms
resulting from the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz.
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One way of solving integrable two-dimensional field theories is to put the model on
the lattice and diagonalize the quantum Hamiltonian by using the Bethe ansatz, much
in the same way that one solves a quantum spin chain. However, another approach has
become popular in recent years: one uses the enormous constraints of an integrable theory
to conjecture the exact S-matrix [1]. Instead of dealing with field theories, one studies
relativistic quantum particles. From the exact S-matrix, one can derive exact form factors
[2] and extract correlators. One can also derive the free energy at non-zero temperature
from the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz (TBA) [3]. An advantage of the exact S-matrix
approach (and the main reason so much effort has been devoted to it in recent years) is
that models can be solved by defining them as conformal field theories perturbed away
from the critical point, without knowing the action or Hamiltonian explicitly [4].
When conjecturing an exact S-matrix, it is important to check that it has the
right properties by comparing results with conventional Lagrangian perturbation theory,
conformal perturbation theory or numerical simulations. One very unambiguous check
is to calculate the Casimir energy from the TBA (by changing the roles of space and
time, finite-temperature effects become finite-size effects), because in a critical theory, it
is proportional to the central charge c [5]. Many such calculations have been done by now
(too many to refer to them all). The result is given in terms of sums of dilogarithms, and
to obtain the final result, one must use or derive some marvelous dilogarithm identities.
The purpose of this letter is to show that there is another simple quantity which
is proportional to the central charge in any theory with N=2 supersymmetry, and many
theories with a U(1) symmetry. We show how to calculate this quantity from the S-matrix,
giving a check on the S-matrix. This calculation is done at zero temperature but requires
adding a background field coupled to a conserved charge.
In the past, the effects of a background field coupled to a U(1) current have been
used to relate parameters in the Lagrangian to the S-matrix [6,7,8]. Here we will see how
there is an even bigger payoff in theories with N=2 supersymmetry, where the U(1) is
the fermion number. Because the chiral anomaly in an N=2 theory is proportional to
the central charge c, c is determined directly from this calculation, independently of any
details of the specific Lagrangian. For example, no renormalization effects need be studied.
Moreover, this is not the only case where this observation is useful, because one can deform
the N=2 supersymmetry into an affine ̂su(2)q quantum-group symmetry while keeping the
model integrable [9]. (If one bosonizes the U(1) current, this is equivalent to changing the
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radius of the boson.) Many integrable models with a U(1) symmetry can be obtained in
this manner, so this provides a strong check on these S-matrices as well.
Consider a theory with a U(1) symmetry generated by a current Jµ. We write the
conservation law as ∂JL+∂JR = 0. The corresponding conserved charge Q can be coupled
to a background “electric” field A which we take to be constant to ensure that we don’t
destroy the integrability of our theory. This modifies the Hamiltonian to be H = H0+QA.
Because A has dimensions of mass, the strength of A controls the position of our theory on
its renormalization group trajectory and, in particular, in the limit of large A the theory
is driven to the UV. The ground-state energy of a theory in the limit of large background
field A thus is related to a property of its UV conformal fixed point theory.
We first show that the ground-state energy in a background field is related to the
chiral anomaly of the U(1) current. Suppose at a conformal fixed point of the flow that
the left and right charges are separately conserved, i.e. ∂JL=∂JR=0. We can then couple
independent background fields to the left and right charges, modifying the hamiltonian as
H = H0 +ALQL +ARQR. Off the fixed point we will need to set AL = AR because only
Q = QL + QR is conserved, but for the moment we can treat them independently. The
action is modified by the background fields as
S = S0 +
∫
d2z
2π
(ALJL + ARJR). (1)
We regulate the theory by taking spacetime to be a torus of euclidean time β and
spatial length L; at the end we take the volume to infinity. In the large β limit we
have Tre−βH → e−βE(A), where E(A) is the ground-state energy in background field A.
Evaluating the partition function as a path integral using (1), we find in this limit
e−β(E(A)−E(0)) = 〈e−
∫
d2z
2pi
(ALJL+ARJR)〉, (2)
where the correlator is evaluated in the theory without the background fields, i.e. using
S0. By Wick’s theorem, (2) yields
E(A)− E(0) =
1
2β
∫
d2z
2π
∫
d2w
2π
〈(ALJL(z) +ARJR(z))(ALJL(w) + ARJR(w))〉. (3)
The operator products of the currents appearing in (3) are generally of the form
〈JL(z)JL(w)〉 =
κ
(z − w)2
+
2πκ
V
, 〈JR(z)JR(w)〉 =
κ
(z − w)2
+
2πκ
V
,
〈JL(z)JR(w)〉 = 2πκδ
2(z − w)−
2πκ
V
,
(4)
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where κ is a constant measuring the strength of the chiral anomaly and V = βL is the
area of the worldsheet. These OPEs require some explanation. In the infinite volume
limit we can use the planar expressions for the OPEs, which are the first terms in the
above equations. The contact term in 〈JLJR〉 is required for vector current conservation
∂JL+∂JR = 0, for example in 〈(∂JL+∂JR)JL〉. The constant 1/V terms in (4) reflect the
need to absorb the zero mode associated with the normalizable constant modes existing
in finite volume. The above expressions can be obtained using bosonization by taking
derivatives of the propagator of a free boson on the torus. From the explicit form of this
propagator (for example, see [10]) we find two terms, one involving the theta function θ1
which results in the first terms in the above expressions and another (necessary for modular
invariance) yielding the 1/V terms.
In our infinite volume limit one might be tempted to drop the 1/V terms in (4).
Plugging (4) into (3) we see that we can do so if the background fields go to zero at infinity
sufficiently rapidly so that V −1
∫
d2zA(z)→ 0. The remaining pieces yield the familiar [11]
result κ
∫
(d2z/2π)F (∂∂)−1F , where F = ∂AL−∂AR is the gauge-invariant field strength.
In this expression left and right movers are coupled through a ALAR term coming from the
δ2(z − w) in (4). This is the familar statement of the chiral anomaly: by imposing vector
current conservation we ensure gauge invariance at the expense of left-right decoupling.
This is why κ measures the chiral anomaly.
We, however, are interested in constant background fields so we clearly need to keep
the 1/V terms in (4). The 1/(z−w)2 and 1/(z−w)2 pieces vanish in the integrals and we
are left with the final result for the energy density due to the constant background fields
E(A) ≡
E(A)− E(0)
L
= −
κ
4π
(A2L + A
2
R). (5)
The fact that the ALAR term dropped out is sensible: the chiral anomaly is proportional
to the derivatives of the background fields so for truly constant fields it vanishes and the
left and right movers should decouple. To make contact with our theory away from the
critical point we set AL=AR=A and (5) becomes
E(A→∞) = −
κuv
2π
A2, (6)
where κuv is the chiral anomaly of the UV critical theory as defined in (4). For large but
finite A, (6) will have subleading terms in (M/A), where M is the mass scale.
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In order to make the connection between κ and the central charge of the UV fixed point
we note that in many integrable models the U(1) symmetry is part of a ̂su(2)q symmetry
(N=2 supersymmetry is a special case of the quantum-group symmetry at q2 = −1.). Our
convention will be to always normalize the U(1) charge so that the Q± generators of ̂su(2)q
have charge ±1. We can bosonize the U(1) symmetry as:
JL =
λ
2πR
∂φ, JR = −
λ
2πR
∂φ, (7)
where φ ∼ φ+2πR and the normalization constant λ is independent of R and determined
by our above convention. From this we find κ = (λ/2πR)2. In an N=2 theory, the
supersymmetry algebra requires that κ = c/3. Now the crucial point is that we can change
the theory by changing the value of the boson’s radius R; this changes q. Because changing
the radius R doesn’t change the central charge, this yields a general relation between κ
and c, namely
E(A→∞) = −
cuv
6π
R2N=2
R2
A2. (8)
We now show how to calculate the ground-state energy (8) directly from the S-matrix,
giving the promised check. Turning on the background field has the effect of changing the
ground state. If one were working in field theory or in a lattice model, this would change
the Dirac or Fermi sea. In our exact particle description, a similar thing happens: the
ground state no longer is the empty state — it has a sea of real particles. We use rapidity
variables so that a particle of charge q and mass m has energy qA+m cosh θ. When qA is
negative, for small enough θ this particle has negative energy and it will lower the energy
as part of the ground state. In all known integrable models save that of a free boson, the
particles behave as if they were fermions; i.e. there is only one particle to a level. Thus
in the ground state such particles fill all levels with |θ| less than some number B (if the
particles did not interact, we would have |qA| = m coshB). Any type of particle with
qaA < 0 can appear in the ground state, so we label them by the index a. Defining the
associated ground-state densities by ρa(θ), the energy density of the ground state in a box
of length L is thus
E(A) =
1
L
∑
a
∫ Ba
−Ba
dθ ρa(θ)(−|qaA|+ma cosh θ). (9)
In a general interacting theory, one must resort to perturbation theory. However, the
exact S-matrix allows us to derive equations for the ρa(θ) and Ba. These follow simply
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from putting the system in a box of length L and imposing periodic boundary conditions;
similar calculations have been done in lattice models [12,13,14]. It is possible to study this
constraint because the scattering is completely elastic; the individual momenta remain the
same in a collision. The scattering need not be diagonal in general — internal labels can
change. When the scattering is diagonal among particles in the ground state (i.e. the only
scattering is of the type a(θ1)b(θ2) → Sab(θ1 − θ2)b(θ2)a(θ1)), the momentum of the a
particle of type ak is quantized via
eimk sinh θkL
∏
j 6=k
Sakaj (θk − θj) = 1, (10)
an interacting-model generalization of the one-particle relation pk = 2πnk/L. In the large
L limit, taking the derivative of the log of (10) gives the distribution Pa(θ) of allowed
rapidity levels for particles of species a. Since we are at zero temperature, the particles fill
all allowed levels up to Ba, i.e. ρa(θ) = Pa(θ) for |θ| < Ba, giving
ρa(θ) =
mL
2π
cosh θ +
∑
b
∫ Ba
−Ba
dθ′ρb(θ
′)φab(θ − θ
′), (11)
where
φab(θ) ≡ −
i
2π
∂ lnSab(θ)
∂θ
.
The equations (11) and (9) and the equations for Ba (given by minimizing the energy with
respect to Ba) can be put in a more convenient form by defining the “dressed” particle
energies ǫa(θ) as
ǫa(θ) = |qaA| −ma cosh θ +
∑
b
∫ Bb
−Bb
dθ′φab(θ − θ
′)ǫb(θ
′). (12)
Substituting this into (9) and using (11) one finds that
E(A) = −
∑
a
ma
2π
∫ Ba
−Ba
dθ cosh θ ǫa(θ). (13)
It is obvious that the Ba are determined by the boundary conditions ǫa(±Ba) = 0. As we
will discuss below, the same equations are valid even when the scattering among particles in
the ground state is not diagonal if the appropriate zero-mass, zero-charge “pseudoparticles”
are included.
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The relations (12)–(13) are not solvable in general, but the results can be written
as a series in ma/A by using a generalized Weiner-Hopf technique [14]. However, in the
conformal limit where we make contact with the field dependence derived in (8), they can
be solved. Following [7], we define ǫa by
ǫa(θ) = |qaA| −
ma
2
eθ +
∑
b
∫ Bb
−∞
dθ′φab(θ − θ
′)ǫb(θ
′). (14)
To reach the ultraviolet limit, we take A very large. In this case, the Ba are very large
and the energy (13) can be written as
E(A) ≈ −
∑
a
ma
2π
∫ Ba
−∞
dθ eθǫa(θ). (15)
Taking the derivative of (14) with respect to θ and using it to get rid of the ma exp θ in
(15), after using (14) again one finds
E(A→∞) = −
∑
a
|qaA|
2π
ǫa(−∞) (16)
It follows from (14) that the ǫa(−∞) follow from the matrix equation
(δab −Nab)ǫb(−∞) = |qaA|. (17)
where we define Nab ≡
∫∞
−∞
dθφab(θ). We thus have arrived at a very simple answer for
the ground state energy at the ultraviolet fixed point. It is given very simply in term of
the charges and the Nab, and the latter follow simply from the S-matrix. The ground-state
energy (16) must of course must agree with (8), giving a simple check on the S-matrix.
We devote the remainder of this letter to providing examples. First we discuss the
sine-Gordon model,
S =
∫
d2z
[
1
2 (∂φ)
2 + µ2 cosβφ
]
, (18)
repeating the analysis of [8]. The conserved charge is proportional to the topological charge
and the corresponding currents may be written as (7) where the radius is that of the SG
boson R = β−1. For β2 ≥ 4π the entire spectrum consists of a soliton and antisoliton.
There is a ̂su(2)q quantum group symmetry with q = − exp(−iπ/t) where the parameter
t, which appears in the S-matrix element written below, is related to β by
β2 = 8π
t
t+ 1
. (19)
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In our normalization where the quantum-group generators Q± have charge ±1, the soliton
has charge 12 , while the antisoliton has charge −
1
2 [9]. The N=2 value of β (t=2) is
β2 = (2/3)8π; there the charge is fermion number and the fact that the solitons have
fermion number ±1
2
[15] is the phenomenon of fractional fermion number. When A > 0,
the ground state will fill with antisolitons. These scatter among themselves with the S-
matrix element [1]
φ(θ) =
1
2πi
d
dθ
logS(θ) =
∫
eiωθ sinh pi(t−1)ω
2
2 cosh piω2 sinh
pitω
2
dω
2π
, (20)
There is thus only one element in Nab, which is (t − 1)/2t. Using (17), we see that
ǫ(−∞) = tA/(t+ 1), and plugging this into (16) gives the ground-state energy density at
the critical point
E(A→∞) = −
A2
4π
t
(t+ 1)
= −
1
6π
β2
β2N=2
A2
giving the correct result c = 1 and the correct β dependence of (8). This is thus a very non-
trivial check on the sine-Gordon S-matrix and the relation (19). In fact, this calculation
can be alternatively viewed as a way of deriving the relation (19) between parameters t in
the S-matrix and β in the Lagrangian.
Our next examples are the “fractional supersymmetric sine-Gordon” models [9]. The
soliton content of these theories is described by k+1 vacua on a line with “RSOS” solitons
interpolating between adjacent vacua. For each pair of vacua (j, j ± 1) there is a doublet
of solitons with charge ±12 . The conjectured S-matrix is a tensor product of the k − th
RSOS [16] S-matrix governing scattering in the soliton labels and the ordinary sine-Gordon
S-matrix governing scattering in the doublet labels [9,15]. When A > 0, all the negatively-
charged particles can be in the sea. While scattering among these particles is diagonal
in the ordinary sine-Gordon labels, it is not diagonal in the soliton labels. For example,
the two-particle state with (j, j + 1) and (j + 1, j) solitons can scatter into itself or into
(j, j− 1) and (j− 1, j). To quantize the momenta, one must find the analog of (10) in this
non-diagonal case; in other words, one must find the eigenvalues for bringing one particle
through an ensemble of the others. This is precisely what one does in a traditional Bethe
ansatz calculation. In this case, the calculation has already been done in the minimal-model
guise [17,18]. As in the TBA, the effect of the soliton degrees of freedom is to introduce
additional “pseudoparticles”. They enter into the analysis just like the real particles, but
have zero mass and zero charge. The result is that there are k−1 pseudoparticles (labelled
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1 . . . k − 1) and one “real” particle with charge −12 (labelled by k). This calculation gives
the kernel φa,a±1(θ) = 1/(2π cosh θ) with all others zero; the only modification for our
full tensor-product case is that there is an additional piece coming from the sine-Gordon
S-matrix. Since this part of the scattering is diagonal, φkk is given by (20). This yields
Na,a±1 =
1
2 , Nkk = (t− 1)/2t, and the rest are zero. The solution of (17) is
ǫa(−∞) =
atA
(k + t)
.
Only the real particle k has charge, so it is the only one which contributes to the energy
(16)
E(A→∞) = −
kt
2(k + t)
A2
2π
. (21)
When t=2 these theories are N=2 supersymmetric and thought to describe the
integrable theories obtained by perturbing the k-thN=2 minimal model in its least relevant
operator [15]. Setting t=2 in (21) gives the correct central charge 3k/(k + 2). Comparing
(8) with (21), we also find that the radius R of the bosonized U(1) current is related to
the quantum-group parameter t by
R2N=2
R2
=
t(k + 2)
2(t+ k)
.
Setting R−2N=2 = 8π(2/k + 2), this is in agreement with the relation derived using the
quantum-group symmetry in [9] (eqn. 3.12 there). The k=2 case corresponds to the N=1
sine-Gordon model. Another special case is the t → ∞ limit, where the quantum-group
symmetry becomes ordinary affine ̂SU(2)k; this corresponds to the SU(2)k WZW model
perturbed by the current-current interaction.
Another integrable perturbation of the N=2 discrete series is by the most relevant
operator [19,20]. The vacua can be drawn as the k+1 vertices of a regular polygon, labelled
1 . . . k + 1 counterclockwise, and the spectrum consists of solitons interpolating between
any pair of vacua. Each such soliton is a doublet; the charges of the doublet interpolating
between the vacua j and (j + r) mod k + 1 are given by r/(k + 1) and r/(k + 1)− 1 [21].
With a positive magnetic field, one would expect that any negatively-charged particle (the
member of each doublet with charge r/(k + 1) − 1, which we can label by r = 1 . . . k)
would be allowed in the sea. These scatter diagonally among themselves (so we don’t need
pseudoparticles) with the S-matrix element a˜r,s(θ) obtained in [21]. We need only the a˜r,1,
which give
Nr,1 = δr,1 −
(k + 1− r)(k + 2)
(k + 1)2
,
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from which it follows that the solution of (17) is ǫr(−∞) = 0 if r 6= 1 and ǫ1(−∞) =
(k + 1)A/(k+ 2). Using these in (16) gives
E(A→∞) = −
k
k + 2
A2
2π
. (22)
Only the r=1 particle with the most-negative charge −k/(k+1) contributes to this leading
term in the energy; in fact it can be shown that the other particles do not appear in the
sea at all.
Comparing (22) with (8), we again obtain the correct central charge of 3k/(k + 2).
This provides a check beyond the TBA [21] that the solitons form the entire spectrum of
the theory, and the S-matrix given there is the correct one. As for deforming the N=2
symmetry into a quantum-group symmetry, this would presumably give an affine Toda
field theory with imaginary coupling constant and a background charge [20,22], but these
theories have not been studied a great deal. However, this calculation should provide the
relation of the Toda coupling constant to the S-matrix parameter.
We also note that result (8) can be continued to imaginary background field. Setting
A = iαT and taking the temperature T →∞, we reach the UV critical point. Multiplying
the energy density from (8) by the box length 1/T (associated with finite temperature) to
obtain an energy and adding the A=0 energy which follows from [5], we obtain the total
ground state energy at the critical point
E(T ) = −
πcT
6
(1−
R2N=2
R2
α2
π2
).
This result is in perfect agreement with several specific examples [15,18] obtained by
including imaginary chemical potentials in the TBA calculation and using dilogarithm
identities. For a N=2 system, where (RN=2/R)=1, this is a familiar result for fermion
boundary conditions twisted by eiαF .
This of course does not exhaust the set of conjectured N=2 S-matrices. We have
checked that the conjectured S-matrices for the N=2 sine-Gordon model [23] also give
the correct answer. There are models with more general soliton structure discussed in
[21,22] which have not been checked here or via the TBA. The background-field calculation
described here will almost certainly turn out to be easier, because one only needs to
diagonalize the S-matrix for negatively-charged particles, not the full spectrum. In
addition, there is no need for dilogarithm identities (although some may feel this is a
disadvantage!). Another advantage of this method is that being at zero temperature, we
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do not need to worry about finite-size effects. This is useful because there is at least one
case where the presence of level crossings in finite volume means that calculating anything
from the finite-size effects of the TBA is suspect [8].
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